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Ashford International, a key railway station on High Speed 1 now benefits from seven lifts recently refurbished 
by Target Lifts Ltd and their specialised project team. 

Target Lifts Ltd was formed in 2009 by Tony Howell-Smith and Danny Garaway who together have a combined 
experience of over 50 years in the lift industry.  

They initially focused on sub-contractor work by completing modernisations and installations for numerous 
major lift companies operating in London and the South East.  

 The Team (Left to Right): Paul Mcllroy - Algi, Harald Giehl - Algi, Mark Arcari - Mitie, Adrian Tonelli - Mitie, Tony Howell-Smith - Target 
Lifts, Daniel Wickens - TÜV SÜD, Tim Garrett –Station Manager, David O’Brien – Safeline, Andrew Ellis – HS1, Danny Garaway 
– Target Lifts, Adam Higgins – Target Lifts Tester, Mark Rowland – ILE, Mike Turner – Lester Controls, Phillip McDonnell - ILE.

Lift Renewal at HS1 Ashford 
- A Team Effort

By Target Lifts
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HS1 Ltd has the 30 year concession to own and 
operate High Speed 1, the UK’s first section of high 
speed rail, as well as the stations along the route: St 
Pancras International, Stratford International, Ebbsfleet 
International and Ashford International.

High Speed 1 is the rail line between St Pancras 
International in London and the Channel Tunnel and 
connects with the international high-speed routes 
between London and Paris, and London and Brussels.

Dyan Crowther, CEO of HS1 Ltd, said: “As the nation’s 
first and only high speed railway, HS1 has been a catalyst 
for growth, generating economic, cultural and social 
value in the regions it serves and the UK more widely.”

“We believe that high speed rail is essential to the 
nation’s future growth, improving connectivity and 
bringing people closer together than ever before. We 
are proud to be flying the flag for British high-speed rail 
and see HS1 as a model for the future.”

Passengers using HS1 have doubled since launch, 
with services carrying over 20 million domestic and 
international passengers in 2016 alone. With an 
unrivaled average delay per train of less than five 
seconds, and passenger satisfaction on the domestic 
service at 93%, HS1 has proven itself to be a world 
class high speed rail service.
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It soon became clear that there was a demand for a lift company who could not only deliver high quality project 
work but also provide excellent after care through service, maintenance and clear communication (whether 
direct or through an FM company). 

The company responded to this need and now has a growing service and maintenance portfolio responding 
to customers 365 24/7, including prestigious locations throughout London and the South East and several 
Embassies, Government Buildings requiring NSVS clearance. 

As a direct result of business expansion, they now work exclusively for their own customers and consultants 
delivering new lift installations and modernisations on time and on budget. 

Target Lifts Ltd strives to provide the best quality work in accordance with the customer’s requirements in 
addition to offering exceptional service. Their management team now has over 120 years of experience in the 
lift industry, which drives a continual improvement culture within the business.

High Speed 1 (HS1) is Britain’s most exciting new railway, linking the Channel Tunnel with London.

Originally known as the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL), this fast reliable railway is shaping the future of rail 
travel, and Ashford is one of its principal beneficiaries.

Ashford International is open 24/7 and provides direct links to European cities via Eurostar services operating 
on High Speed 1. Eurostar trains link St Pancras International with Paris (2hr 15min) and Brussels (1h 51min), 
with connecting services linking Ashford to more than 100 destinations throughout Europe, including Disneyland 
Paris and French ski resorts.

Ashford International is also home to domestic high-speed services, operated by Southeastern which provides 
the outstanding 38 minute rail service from Ashford to London St Pancras, which has slashed journey times to 
the captial from 88 minutes.
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS  •  LIFT COMPONENTS

C: 99 %
M: 77 %
Y: 0 %
K: 0 %

C: 44 %
M: 13 %
Y: 0 %
K: 0 %

C: 0 %
M: 0 %
Y: 0 %
K: 100 %

Concentrating on a systematic in-house expansion of a complete hydraulic product 

range ALGI has been building a reputation as the leader in supplying high quality 

systems to the worldwide lift market over the last 50 years. Based near Frankfurt, 

Germany we design and manufacture hydraulic drives, mechanical packages and 

cabins for passenger, vehicle and goods lifts.
 

Since the 1980s we have been supplying the UK market and in 2007 we launched 

our leading VVVF drive ECO SPIN.This modern drive reduces energy consumption, 

noise level and guarantees an extremely decreased oil heating. All these advantages 

have been implemented together with our partner Target Lifts within the hydraulic 

drive modernisation at Ashford International. Typical savings which can be achieved 

from changing a conventional valve system to a VVVF system has been completed.
 

ALGI along with two other German manufacturers we will be holding the 

annual Lift Forums this June in London and Manchester showcasing 

our latest developments. 

Everything from
a single source – 
Advantage ALGI

For more information please contact 

Mr Paul Mc Ilroy 
Tel: 0 28 90-39 69 83

Mobile: 0 78 72- 49 50 29

E-Mail: paul@algi-hydraulics.de

www.algi-lift.com
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Ashford International and Ebbsfleet International Stations complement each other as the two stations on the 
route in Kent.  In combination with the high speed rail services, they have resulted in an increase in services for 
Kent by a third, strengthening the county’s key position as the crossroads between the UK and the continent.

Via HS1, the UK is now fully connected to 2,330 miles of the rapidly expanding European high speed network.

TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman were appointed by the Client to carry out an Initial Survey and Feasibility Report, 
which resulted in a refurbishment scheme that was acceptable to the Client. A comprehensive specification 
detailing the agreed refurbishment scheme was compiled by Mr Daniel Wickens (TÜV SÜD DB).

The project involved a 5-month tender process, which began in July 2016 with the contract being finally 
awarded to Target Lifts Ltd in January 2017. 

Working closely with TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman and Principle Contractor, Mitie; Target Lifts were able to 
implement best practise and provide a programme of works that took into consideration the challenging working 
environment. 

The seven lifts include two located ‘back of house’ and two serving the station’s busy car parking facilities. The 
full specification comprised:

• One 46 Person (3450 kg) Passenger Lift serving the Main Concourse and Eurostar (3 floors travelling 
at 0.44 m/s). 

• One 41 Person (3075 kg) Passenger Lift serving the Main Concourse and Eurostar (2 floors travelling 
at 0.5 m/s). 

• One 36 Person (2700 kg) Passenger Lift serving the Eurostar Platform (3 floors travelling at 0.5 m/s). 
• Two 33 Person (2600 kg) Passenger Lift serving the Multi-Storey Car Park (6 floors travelling at 0.5 m/s). 
• Two 15 Person (1125 kg) Passenger Lift serving the Back of House Office Complex (2 floors travelling 

at 0.5 m/s). 

Mark Roland & Phillip McDonnell - ILE.
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International Lift Equipment
In 1984 ILE entered a sole agency agreement to sell GAL door 
gears in the UK. At that time the equipment had not been seen 
in Britain.  From then on ILE has worked to generate, improve 
and sustain sales of the GAL door equipment and today the well 
respected and hugely reliable Bronx door gears are seen on many thousands of lifts 
serving both private and public use.  The equipment is now an industry standard. ILE 
is proud to still hold our agency to sell the equipment that gives so many customers 
peace of mind and reduced maintenance costs.

 At Ashford International GAL was the obvious choice 
for the public Terminal. The use of the lifts at Ashford 
would need to cover the expected and significant 
footfall from many thousands of travellers through 
the next fifteen years and beyond. ILE manufactured 
our most Robust four panel centre opening doors to 
further compliment the resilience and durability of the 
GAL equipment. The Special Relationship continues.

www.ileweb.com
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The Scope of Works on each of the above lifts was:
• New Pump Units.

• New Control Panels.

• Replacement Ram Neck and Transportation Seals.

• New Car and Landing Door Equipment.

• New Car Interiors.

• New Communications System.

• New Car and Landing Pushbuttons and Indicators.

Work began late March 2017 with the objectives of increasing the station’s customer experience and increasing 
footfall through this vital station on the UK’s High-Speed network.

Target Lifts Ltd worked closely with TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman and Mitie’s Project Management team, led by 
Mark Arcari and Adrian Tonelli, to keep the project ‘on track’. 

Based on the strict performance criteria provided, Target Lifts carried out a comprehensive evaluation of the 
marketplace to select the most appropriate equipment for the varied applications. Efficiency, reliability, value 
and a proven ability to provide rapid UK based support were key factors in deciding on the Team Partner 
Suppliers.

ALGI Alfred Giehl GmbH & Co. were selected as their Eco Spin equipment met the criteria of the UK’s Carbon 
Trust’s Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) scheme, which allows businesses to write off the whole cost of the 
equipment against taxable profits in the year of purchase.

Their state-of-the-art frequency-controlled hydraulic drive sets new standards in terms of energy and heat 
efficiency. In comparison to conventional hydraulic drives, energy consumption has been reduced by up to 37%. 
Oil warming with hydraulic drive components is reduced by up to 54%.

Mitie’s Engineering business is a major provider to public and private sector 
organisations across the UK. Offering expertise in specialist project management 
and a proven track record in making buildings more efficient, services range 
from fully integrated solutions to installation and maintenance.

HS1 wanted a facilities management provider to bring a fresh approach 
to station management, and draw on experience from similar contracts to 
recommend service improvements. They needed a contractor with the ability to respond rapidly to repairs 
whilst maintaining the highest standards of health and safety. 

Mitie’s experienced team understand the nuances of working in transport hubs. Mitie has a reputation for 
innovation, and was able to draw on experience from other transport contracts, including Heathrow Airport 
and Network Rail to improve working practices at HS1. 

The key for this project was to ensure works kept passenger disruption to a minimum, which was particularly 
important on the main concourse of the station. The site team worked efficiently to ensure as many lifts were 
operational as possible, and also installed a temporary stair-lift to accommodate passengers.

“Mitie has successfully combined an innovative and cost-efficient approach, helping to maintain  a high 
quality of service for our customers.”  Andrew Ellis, Portfolio Manager, HS1 Ltd.

Having comprehensive reporting tools and communication channels were key to keeping the project on 
track. Similarly important was forging a strong partnership with Mitie’s team and building effective working 
relationships with stakeholders.
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www.lestercontrols.co.uk

Lester Controls 
Long-standing relationships are invariably built on trust and supportive behaviour. This 
is exactly the case with Lester Controls and our relationship with Target Lifts Ltd. As the 
preferred lift control supplier to Target Lifts, we were delighted to be involved with a major lift 
modernisation project at Ashford International Station, which serves the high-speed rail Eurostar service.

Working with Target Lifts’ specification list, Lester Controls manufactured seven Almega II lift controllers 
to manage the station’s essential two-stop heavy duty hydraulic passenger and car park lifts.

Typically, as this is the case for a vast majority of the controllers Lester Controls manufacture, the control 
system was programmed to interface and reliably work with multi manufacture products. 

In this instance, the Almega II lift control systems needed to control ALGI AZFR hydraulic valve system 
and Danfoss Inverters. 

Target Lifts also chose the Lester Controls Absolute Positioning System (CEDES) shaft encoder solution 
for lift car positioning. Manufactured in Switzerland, the Lester APS (CEDES) has been designed for low 
to high rise applications and takes advantage of their advanced optical sensor infrared technology and 
IR cameras. 

The Almega II controllers were also configured to work with GAL MOVFR door gear and, to assist lift 
passengers with visually identifying lift car travel direction and location, Target Lifts chose the Lester 
Controls indicators. The TC3 (Tri colour 3 digit) range of indicators, which comprises of an Almega 2 
processor CAN Interface Module and a digital indicator, typically fitted within the lift car and on the landings. 

Lester Controls’ Almega II and its open protocol software will provide HS1 Ashford with a lift control 
solution that can be adapted to system changes during the typical life expectancy of a lift in a heavy 
usage environment. 

Mike Turner - Lester Controls.
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International Lift Equipment (ILE) provided the GAL door equipment, which was the obvious choice for a busy 
rail terminal such as Ashford International. The heavy-duty Harmonic Door Operators feature Non-Contact 
Sensors (optical and hall effect), Closed-loop circuitry, Plug-And-Play detector edge capability, and are highly 
regarded for their reliability and solid construction.

Lester Control Systems were charged with supplying the all-important ‘brains’ of the systems with their ALMEGA 
II controller, which adopts TFT LCD technology with touch screen for a user-friendly menu and programming 
interface. The menu includes a multitude of diagnostic information, charts, graphs and reports. 

Safeline Elevator Parts UK supplied a complete communications system incorporating their SafeLine SL6 
and GSM Autodialler units along with their own mobile network SIM cards and inductive hearing loop devices. 
These systems were easily installed, configured and interfaced into the other lift equipment that was used on 
the project with full compliance to the lift alarm standard. 

The installation programme, Including the removal of the existing equipment and machinery, spanned 
approximately nine months; with key delivery milestones agreed in advance. Project performance was closely 
monitored with weekly site meetings attended by the project’s key stakeholders and Mr. Danny Garaway, Target 
Lifts joint Managing Director.

Ensuring that the station was able to function with minimum disruption to their infrastructure and passenger 
services was crucial, as was providing a safe environment for the travelling public and the engineering team 
working on the project. To help accomplish this, regular site audits were conducted. 

Dave O'Brien - Safeline.
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SafeLine Elevator Parts UK Ltd
SafeLine Elevator Parts UK Limited have been 
the exclusive UK & Ireland distributor for SafeLine 
products for 8 years, and we continue to sell, 
install and support these products to our vast loyal customer database across the UK 
and Ireland. One of those loyal customers is Target Lifts who we have a very good 
relationship with, and who we have continued to work with for a number of years. 
Target Lifts have always used high quality lift components for all aspects of their work, 
including modernisation, and this was no different for the lift modernisation project at 
Ashford International Railway Station in Kent. This very busy station is obviously high 
profile dealing with both the International Eurostar trains travelling across Europe, and 
also the HS1 High Speed commutator trains between Kent and Central London.
For the Ashford International project, as per Target Lifts’ modernisation requirements 
and specification, we supplied to them complete SafeLine SL6+ GSM autodialler units 
along with our own mobile network SIM cards and inductive hearing loop devices. These 
systems were easily installed, configured and interfaced into the other lift equipment 
that was used on this project, and the emergency communication systems perform very 
well indeed, with full compliance to the lift alarm standard. 

Further details on all the products that we sell, install and support, and 
all general enquiries can be made to our office, on 01303 813414

www.safeline-group.com/en
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Good health, safety and environment standards are key drivers within the Target Lifts Ltd organisation but it 
was nice to see this commitment formally recognised with Mitie’s Project Manager, Commercial Projects: Adrian 
Tonelli saying: “Just to let you know that following our recent QHSE site visit and audit we scored 100%. I would 
like to thank you and your staff for their efforts in helping us obtain this very high score on our site health and 
safety. Can you take time to pass on my thanks to your guys and keep up the good work.”

As is common place with most large-scale projects, numerous challenges were faced throughout the duration 
of the project. Target Lifts overcome these, working hard to ensure that the project was kept on programme 
and to budget. 

Danny Garaway said: “Ashford International was one of our flagship projects. I and my co-director Tony Howell-
Smith were proud to have the opportunity to demonstrate the capabilities and attitude and of our company in 
such a public and important project to the UK’s rail network. We all take a tremendous pride in the work we do.” 

Ashford International’s station manager, Tim Garrett emailed the following to Target Lifts Ltd during the project: 
‘Please could you forward this to the Target Lift engineer’s management. I would like to say a big thank you to 
the Target lift engineers that are working here at Ashford Eurostar station. They are the politest young lads I 
have come across. You are very lucky to have such a wonderful team”.                                                                                                          

Danny concluded: “That says more than we could ever say...”

Target Lifts will fully maintain all seven lifts for two years as part of the contract’s warranty period. These will be 
added to their existing service portfolio, managed from their head office in Dartford, Kent. 

Andrew Ellis - HS1, Tim Garrett - Station Manager, Danny Garaway - Target Lifts.
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Target Lifts were formed with the aim of providing customers with an excellent level of service, 
value for money and continually delivering high standards of safety and workmanship.

The company continues to grow in terms of size and reputation by pushing standards up in 
order to exceed expectations and are committed to being open and honest with continual 
communication with our customers, clients and employees.

We have recently become members of The Lift and Escalator Industry Association who we will 
work with to ensure we are up to date with changes in standardsand are fully aware of any safety 

alerts within the industry. We see compliancy as a 
tool to work smarter and safer and are proud of our 
ISO9001 and 18001 accreditations.

We are also very keen to promote training and 
apprenticeships to bring new people into the 
industry that is growing rapidly.

Whether you require lift modernisation, replacement, 
installation, repair or maintenance Target Lifts have 
the skills and capabilities to help you.

www.targetlifts.co.uk
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Target Lifts wishes to thank everyone involved in 
the successful delivery of this project:

Danny Garaway Director  Target Lifts Ltd

Tony Howell-Smith Director  Target Lifts Ltd

Brendan Osborn Sales Manager Target Lifts Ltd

Adam Higgins Tester Target Lifts Ltd

Dave Wells Lead Engineer Target Lifts Ltd

Jack Boden  Engineer Target Lifts Ltd

Keith Bishop Engineer Target Lifts Ltd

Charlie Boden Engineer Target Lifts Ltd

Daniel Wickens Consultant  TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman

Mark Arcari Project Manager Mitie

Adrian Tonelli Project Manager Mitie

Charlie Cummings Project Manager Mitie

Harald Giehl Director ALGI

Paul McIlroy Sales Manager ALGI

Mark Rowland Sales Engineer ILE

Phil McDonnell Sales Engineer ILE

Mike Turner Technical Director Lester Controls

Dave O’Brien  Managing Director Safeline UK

Simon Mills Director GF Hydraulics
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TÜV SÜD DUNBAR BOARDMAN - EUROPE’S LEADING 
VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION, ESCALATOR & FAÇADE ACCESS CONSULTANCY

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION DESIGN
 Pre tender: design services
 Post tender: construction
 Peer reviews
 Commercial review: due diligence
 Support services

FAÇADE ACCESS SYSTEM DESIGN
 Façade & roof access strategies 
 Planning & design services 
 Construction documentation 
 Façade & plant replacement strategies 
 Tender analysis & contract review 
 Project management 
 Commissioning 
 Review / audit 

TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman
2nd Floor 
BTHA House
142-146 Long Lane
London, SE1 4BS

T: +44 (0)20 7739 5093 
E: dunbarboardman@tuv-sud.co.uk
 
www.tuv-sud.co.uk/dunbarboardmanAshford International HS1

COMPLIANCE SUPPORT
 Contract compliance
 Specification
 Quality control
 Statutory compliance

ASSET MANAGEMENT
 Refurbishment
 Appraise existing equipment
 Assess required H&S improvements
 Review potential energy efficiency 

improvements
 Report on options
 Review methods for replacement
 Advise on life cycle costing
 Design and specify
 Witness testing

Daniel Wickens - TÜV SÜD Dunbar Boardman & Tim Garrett - Station Manager.


